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Pietro Scola is a leading executive in the commercial real estate and finance industry in the United States.
He has completed more than $20 billion in real estate transactions over the course of his career to date. His
experience includes direct equity investment, mergers and acquisitions, joint venture structuring, capital
raising and asset repositioning. Additionally, Peter has significant financial services and equity and debt
capital markets experience. This experience affords Peter a unique perspective on the total lifecycle of an
investment as well as its capitalization.

Most recently a senior executive of Cantor Fitzgerald & Co and co-founder of Cantor Commercial Real
Estate L.P., Peter has held executive positions with Bank of America, Fitch Ratings, Merrill Lynch, and
Wells Fargo Securities, and has worked with major clients such as The Blackstone Group as well as several
public and private real estate investment trusts. Peter has also built a personal portfolio of real estate
investments that are predominantly value-add acquisitions.

Peter holds a degree in international business and finance from American University in Washington, D.C.,
where he received several academic awards and scholarships. He has also served as a guest speaker for

Chapel Hill.

Joe Fox is a successful real estate investor with more than 30 years of real estate experience including
acquisition, asset management, disposition and structured finance, and complex joint venture structuring
experience.

Joe is the co-founder of Shelbourne Capital LLC, an opportunistic real estate investment firm that focuses
on thematic investment in the commercial real estate sector. Joe successfully focused the firm on several
opportunistic investments and accumulated more than $700 million in assets since its inception. These
strategies include housing, healthcare and hospitality. Recently, Joe has helped facilitate the disposition of
more than $250 million in assets, achieving internal rates of return to date in excess of 30%.

Joe began his career with CBRE focusing on highly complex and large-scale transactions. He served in
senior leadership roles at Pitcairn Properties, where he led capital raising and joint venture structures. After
Pitcairn, Joe was named head of global real estate at a Dublin-based private equity firm that managed more

investments. Throughout his career, Joe has led more than $2 billion of real estate
investments.

School in North Philadelphia.



Andrew M. Pearlstein

Seyfarth Shaw LLP

Seaport East, Two Seaport Lane, Suite 300, Boston, Massachusetts 02210-2028

617-946-4965 apearlstein@seyfarth.com

No.

Abraham, Borda, Corvino, Butz, LaValva & Co. PC

Michael D. Corvino CPA

2857 Nazareth Road
Easton, PA 18045-2749

(610) 258-5666 Ext 238 mcorvino@abrahamborda.com

No.



N/A.

N/A.

Peoples Security Bank and Trust Company

Livingston Street Capital, LLC is a fully integrated boutique real estate-focused investment firm led

by a highly experienced team of professionals. Collectively our leadership team has led more than $20 billion

of commercial real estate transactions and bring more than 75 years of experience to each investment.

We focus on what we consider essential versus discretionary investing, and therefore we currently acquire

multifamily, healthcare and mission critical properties. We believe our investment philosophy is the best

approach to protecting and enhancing invested capital.



Utah, Idaho, and Massachusetts

N/A.

N/A.

See above.

We currently focus on three macro-investment sectors: healthcare, mission critical/strategic
and housing (multifamily and senior)



None.

None.

N/A (applicant will be a to be formed single purpose entity with no other assets but for the
Project)



IDA is currently providing financial assistance to the Project and its continued involvement is necessary for the
Project's viability.

We want to invest in the completed Project and continue operations at the Project because of the critical

needs the Project serves.



Applicant will not acquire the Project.

See above, Project would not be undertaken.
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8,897



Senior multi-family housing

N/A. Project is complete.

144 units, located at 1776 Independence Square, Utica, New York, containing approximately

136,519 rentable square feet and known as Schuyler Commons at Colonial Square.

N/A.

X

X

X

TBD, subject to receipt of property condition report.

TBD, subject to receipt of property condition report.



Minor maintenance equipment

X

X

N/A.

N/A.

Yes, the contract will be assigned to a be formed single purpose entity.



COLONIAL SQUARE ASSOCIATES, LLC

300 Jordan Road
Troy, NY 12180
Attention: Michael J. Uccellini

X

X

518-687-7305

X

N/A.

N/A.

N/A.

N/A.



N/A.

N/A.
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Purchase and Sale Agreement

N/A.



NONE

NONE

3
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$111,480.00

$58,240.00Maintenance

5 5 0 0



N/A

N/A

N/A

approx. $16,800,000

approx. $9,000,000

approx. $16,800,000

approx. $126,000



25,800,000

(included in purchase of land)

25,800,000

N/A.



Project is currently subject to a PILOT program, and the current owner is such
assigning agreement to applicant

See above

N/A.

N/A.

Closing Date under the Purchase and Sale Agreement

City of Utica

None, subject to review of property condition report.



X

N/A.

X



X

X

Yes,

Yes.

See attached Term Sheet.








